In the present trial a suggested statistical model is proposed to find the count and size distribution of droplets in dropwise condensation. This in turn, together with heat transfer through a single droplet is important for a thorough understanding of such mode of condensation. Growth due to natural (direct) condensation on the liquid/vapor interface and that by random coalescences are both considered. Fitting with early published experimental data is made for comparison.
Introduction
Dropwise mode of condensation has aroused considerable interest of many investigators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] because during this process the heat transfer coefficient is much higher than that during filmwise mode of condensation [1] .
A thorough understanding of the dropwise condensation process requires good estimations of heat transfer through a single droplet together with a dropsize distribution function. 
